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Abstract 

 
With the rise of social platforms such as 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc., recently, a lot of 

excitement and optimism around the potential of 

corporate social media usage have emerged. Social 

media activities allow companies to reach an 

attractive mass audience segment, but just as for any 

other marketing medium, measurement is a critical 

component of success. Hence, many critical success 

factors (CSFs) necessary for successful B2C social 

media efforts have been compiled in literature over 

the last years. Although these CSFs are numerous, a 

classification for a purposeful application as well as 

corresponding key performance indicators (KPIs) for 

the concrete measurement of CSFs are missing. 

Therefore, first (1), this research aims at the 

identification of existing CSFs for social media in 

enterprises in literature and classifying them by their 

specific application. Second (2), to allow the definite 

measurement of CSFs, corresponding KPIs are 

identified and matched towards them. 
 

 

1. Introduction  

 
Over the last decade, social media has become a 

key component of people’s social life as well as the 

primary communication method worldwide [1, 2]. 

The number of people using social media has been 

increasing tremendously over the last years [3]. 

However, the use of social media has not only 

affected the way private persons communicate with 

one another, but has also led to a shift of customer 

expectations concerning the communication channels 

offered by companies [4]. According to [5], by 2011 

72% of large enterprises had already deployed at 

least one social media tool. Additionally, already in 

2010, 40% of large enterprises also stated that social 

networking tools as well as blogs were in use for 

example to efficiently handle customer inquiries 

(e.g., [6]), widely share marketing material (e.g., [7]) 

or solve customer complaints quickly (e.g., [8]).  

Driven by this dramatic change, companies are 

heavily engaged these days in integrating upcoming 

social technologies with their offerings [9].  

Using social media channels can result in various 

benefits for enterprises. Since the focus of this paper 

lies on B2C applications, the most prominent benefits 

are twofold. First, social media triggers customer 

engagement to increase emotional bonds, brand 

loyalty and to improve the overall business 

performance. For example, customers may be 

integrated into so far internal company tasks such as 

product or service development [10-12]. Second, 

social media generates “word of mouth”, the most 

persuasive form of advertising and increasing the 

viral dissemination of information [13, 14].  

Even though social media is being used by most 

enterprises and also well known for being the best 

modern way of interacting with consumers via the 

internet [15, 16], the know-how of how to use social 

media as well as of how to extract information from 

social media to gain concrete benefits in a structured 

way is fairly low [17].   

As user-networks, communities as well as topics and 

interests within the social media channels are 

characterized by a steady change, the continuous 

measurement of proposed social media efforts is 

absolutely essential. To do so, many researchers as 

for example [18] provide various critical success 

factors (CSFs) to determine the success of corporate 

social media activities. However, diverse CSFs in the 

literature are often presented in an isolated manner 

and a consistent classification is missing (e.g., [19, 

20]).  

Thus, the present research first (1) deals with the 

identification of CSFs for social media in enterprises 

and their categorization towards predefined classes 

resulting in the following research question (RQ):  

 

(1) RQ1: Which CSFs of social media for 

enterprises (B2C) can be identified in 

literature and how can they be classified? 
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Although, these success factors permit to take aim at 

specific features of a successful social media 

offering, the corresponding key performance 

indicators (KPIs) that measure the performance of a 

company’s social media efforts are mostly missing. 

Therefore, a combination of CSFs and matching KPIs 

to measure the performance of social media activities 

seems promising, leading to the second (2) addressed 

gap of this research:        

 

(2) RQ2: Which social media KPIs can be 

matched towards the identified CSFs? 

 

Summing up, the aim of this research is to develop an 

approach that categorizes existing CSFs for social 

media at enterprises in the literature by their specific 

application and combines them with corresponding 

KPIs. Thus, the approach allows the measurement of 

the performance of corporate social media usage. 

This paper unfolds as follows: in section 2, 

conceptual basics on social media, CSFs and 

corresponding KPIs are introduced. Afterwards, the 

procedure of our research is presented (section 3). 

Section 4 presents and discusses the results of the 

investigation. The results are then applied on a 

specific use case and interpreted in section 5. The 

paper is rounded off with a conclusion, limitations 

and an outlook on future research. 

 

2. Conceptual basics 
 

In literature, the term “social media” is often 

described as “a group of Internet-based applications 

that build on the ideological and technological 

foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation 

and exchange of User Generated Content (UGC)“ 

[21]. The field of social media contains various 

technologies for supporting user or customer 

engagement respectively, such as online social 

networks (OSN) (e.g., Facebook), or Wikis amongst 

others [22].  

With their increased adoption by enterprises, the 

question arises of how to make social media success 

measurable? Therefore, approaches for the 

measurement as well as the support of value-creation 

become more and more significant.  

In economic research, an objective approach that 

is widely used to define success is the degree of the 

achievement of objectives [23]. This definition 

appears also in the IS success model of DeLone & 

McLean and is described with the indicator “net 

benefit” [24]. Since social media by definition is not 

an end in itself but an instrument to achieve certain 

goals (e.g., [25]), we will use the degree of 

achievement of these goals as an indicator for its 

success. Therefore, we draw upon a second well 

known concept in economic research from Rockart, 

who suggests to define CSFs and measure them to 

reach the defined goals [26]. 

According to [26], there are three essential 

components to measure the degree of achievement of 

goals as shown in figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Measurement approach [26] 

In order to identify relevant CSFs for the success 

of social media or the companies’ social media 

efforts, goals need to be defined. According to [27], 

goals represent the end points that an organization 

intends to reach at a given point in time. Due to the 

very individual characteristics of specific company 

goals, it is necessary to identify CSFs, to facilitate the 

measurement of relevant metrics and to support the 

systematization of goals. CSFs are the areas in which 

good performance is necessary to ensure the 

achievement of those goals [27]. 

The respective measurement instruments are 

KPIs. In the literature, different perceptions regarding 

KPIs and measures can be found. According to 

several authors, KPIs are quantifiable measurements 

and concise indicators designed to measure the 

achievement of strategic objectives by combining a 

lot of information [28-30]. Further [31] state that 

KPIs are often used by an organization to analyze the 

CSFs of a particular activity in which it is engaged. 

 

3. Methodology 

 
To develop an approach, we followed the Design 

Science (DS) approach [32, 33].  

In phase one, problems were identified by 

unveiling the missing connections between CSFs and 

corresponding KPIs. Phase two defined the objective 

of our solution (measurement of social media 

success based on CSFs and KPIs). To design and 

develop this solution, we conducted a literature 

review to identify CSFs as well as KPIs regarding 

corporate social media usage following the 

methodology provided by [34]. Afterwards, we 

manually categorized existing CSFs for social media 

in enterprises and matched them to corresponding 

KPIs (phase three). For the demonstration and 

evaluation (phase four and five) of the developed 

approach, we applied our solution to a German 

university and discussed our results in several 

interviews as well as workshops with the university’s 

responsible social media staff. The publication of the 
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results (phase six: communication) is also part of this 

article. 

To proceed with phase three of the DS approach, 

we conducted a literature review to identify existing 

CSFs as well as KPIs to fit the proposed model. 

However, while searching for CSFs, we learned that, 

to the best of our knowledge, there is no connection 

between existing CSFs and corresponding KPIs, 

which is why we conducted a second literature 

review to identify social media KPIs and matching 

them afterwards (see section 4.3). 

The first literature review regarding CSFs 

followed the proposed procedure of [35]. 

First, the review scope was defined in accordance 

with the research questions (cf. [36], see section 1). 

As suggested by [35], we drew on an established 

taxonomy presented by [37]. 

Second, for the conceptualization of the topic, 

seminal works that deal with social media (e.g., [38-

40]) were drawn on to define key terms and to extract 

key concepts that were later used to define the search 

terms, databases and the time period for the literature 

search (see table 1). It turned out to be most 

promising to search for relevant literature beginning 

in the year 2003, when social media started to 

become a global phenomenon and, indeed, first 

works were found for that year [41] [42]. Since the 

area of success factors of social media is an 

interdisciplinary research field, not only IS works 

were considered, but also works in the fields of 

finance, marketing, PR, and others.  

Third, the initial literature search resulted in a 

total of 5,049 publications. As described in table 1, 

this initial search number also resulted from the 

generic search terms such as “success” and “social 

media”, but in most of them the focus on CSFs was 

missing. Further, we discovered that older 

publications did not have any relevance to our 

approach, even though search terms such as “success 

factors” were used. This may be attributable to the 

fact that, in the beginnings, the focus lay more on 

understanding the functionalities and not on assessing 

the success of these applications. As a next step, 

duplicates found in the databases were eliminated. 

Irrelevant works regarding ERP systems, knowledge 

systems, maturity models or e-government could also 

be eliminated. Further, our focus did not lie on the 

evaluation of Web 2.0 applications (e.g., forums) or 

virtual worlds, which led to a further reduction of the 

literature, too. Also, as social media in B2C was in 

our scope, publications focusing on e.g., enterprise 

social networks (ESN) or supplier networks were not 

included. In addition, only peer-reviewed literature 

was considered, leading to 15 relevant works. On 

these papers, a backwards and forwards search was 

conducted that led to an increase to a total number of 

17 publications dealing with CSFs in connection with 

social media. As mentioned, the literature search 

covered a wide area of research fields resulting in a 

very diverse set of publications.  

The literature analysis as step four is based on 

the qualitative content analysis according to [43] to 

answer RQ1. As a first step, the literature was 

manually searched to identify potential categories 

(e.g., [18]) (deductive category application). 

However, not all identified CSFs could be 

assigned to the categories as described in [18], hence, 

self-defined categories were developed by grouping 

similar CSFs and analyzing what component of social 

media, in the eyes of the researchers, had the most 

influence on the success of social media (inductive 

category development). 

Table 1. Overview of search parameters 

Time period 2003 -2017 

Databases 

Google Scholar; 

EBSCOhost;  

AISeL; 

ScienceDirect 

Search Fields 

Full-text, 

 (except AISeL: Title, 

Abstract, Keywords) 

Search Terms  

(all combinations) 

Success factors; success; 

benefits; enablers 

 AND 

Social Media; social 

networks; OSN; SM 
 

To reduce the subjectivity of the categorization 

approach [43], all steps (identification of potential 

categories, assigning CSFs to the categories and self-

definition of categories) were performed by two 

researchers individually to reduce subjectivity. In 

case of disagreement, the article in question was 

analyzed by a third researcher followed by a 

discussion until a consensus was reached. This 

resulted in a total of five categories, three of which 

were extracted form literature and two self-defined 

(see section 4.1). 

Fifth, a research agenda was compiled by giving 

an outlook as well as identifying new areas of 

research in terms of CSFs and KPIs. 

As for the second literature review to identify 

KPIs, Peters et al. [44] could be drawn upon who 

performed an exhaustive literature review regarding 

the identification of social media metrics (further 

called KPIs). Therefore, we chose a representative 

coverage since [44] already provided the foundations. 
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Besides [44], we conducted a forward search with the 

emphasis on the years 2013 to 2017 and found 

additional publications to characterize social media 

metrics further in order to answer RQ2. This 

literature review led to an analysis of 21 publications. 

The matching process of the CSFs to the KPIs 

was performed by two researchers individually. In 

case of a disagreement between them, a third 

researcher would be invited to mediate the discussion 

until a consensus was reached. 

 

4. Results and interpretation 

 
4.1 Results literature review (CSFs) 

 
To categorize the CSFs, we identified five 

clusters in accordance with the approach by [43] as 

described in section 3 to answer RQ1. These clusters 

(a combination of already existing classes in the 

literature (e.g., [18]) and self-defined classes) are 

User, Content, Management (Mgmt), Determining 

Factors (DF) and Team, with the latter two resulting 

from the self-defined classes. Figure 2 illustrates the 

five identified clusters with the number of identified 

CSFs. 

    Figure 2. Clusters with number of CSFs. 

One finding of the LR is the fact that some 

authors only define their identified success factors 

without evidence. Therefore, we divided the 

identified CSFs into unverified CSFs (marked with 

an * in table 2) and verified ones. Altogether, 42 

CSFs could be identified 12 of which were classified 

as unverified-CSFs and 30 as verified-CSFs. In the 

following, an example for each cluster is given. 

The cluster User summarizes all CSFs that have a 

direct impact on the user (e.g., customer, prospect, 

etc.) of a specific social media network. For this 

reason, [18] define the interactivity as being an 

essential CSF. This can be justified with the general 

characteristic of social media [21] because, without 

interactivity, there would be no added value to such 

an application. This CSF also works in favor of 

engaging with a target group easily, e.g., via 

responding to users’ needs or finding creative ways 

to address users. In doing so, it is possible to obtain 

insights into users’ preferences enabling to identify 

more easily users’ needs, which eventually leads to a 

boost in user engagement. 

To attract users to certain posts, understanding the 

specific characteristics of a social media post is an 

essential part of accomplishing the successful 

engagement with the users. CSFs concerning these 

characteristics are summarized in the Content cluster. 

Providing qualitative content as defined by [40, 45, 

46] can support the goal of engaging and attracting 

users. The adage ‘quality over quantity’ is applicable 

here, since providing real value to the users is far 

more important than posting as much as possible. 

Involving the management in the decision process 

to receive their full support is seen as critical to 

success [18, 45, 46]. Additionally, having the 

management’s support also makes taking action 

easier. Due to this reason, CSFs dealing with decision 

makers are summarized in the cluster Management.  

CSFs in the cluster Determining Factors are to be 

considered by the social media team before 

implementing a social media strategy in their 

organization. By acting according to those defined 

CSFs, the rectification of faults resulting in monetary 

or human resource costs should be minimized 

afterwards. [46] state that it is essential to define 

responsibilities in order to make the whole social 

media effort and process efficient and to optimize 

response times for instance. If responsibilities are 

clear, a social media team knows when and how to 

take appropriate action. 

CSFs adhered to by the social media team are 

consolidated in the cluster Team. A committed team, 

as defined by [18], can be relied on, resulting in 

better posts and more qualitative content, since more 

efforts are made to bring out the best of social media. 

The difference between the two clusters Determining 

Factors and Team is the fact that CSFs in the cluster 

Team are also applicable, when the implementation 

of the social media presence is already accomplished.  

 

4.2 Results literature review (KPIs) 

 
As described in section 1, we figured out that the 

CSFs identified by the literature review had not so far 

been matched to KPIs to make social media success 

measurable. To close this gap, we elicited widely 

used KPIs from the literature as a first step to answer 

RQ2.  

As a result of the conducted LR regarding the 

KPIs, a list containing 99 potential social media KPIs 

was compiled (e.g., centrality measures, social media 

key figures, etc.). [44] identified four different 

domains to which the KPIs were mapped. These 

domains support the understanding of the specific 
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focus of a single KPI and were used to help matching 

the KPIs to the CSFs as described in section 4.3.  

However, the list of 99 KPIs still contained 

duplicates as well as similar KPIs that could be 

summerized. For example, the KPIs ‘average rating 

over time’ [47], ‘average rating’ [48], ‘rating’ [49, 

50] and ‘difference in ratings’ [51] could be 

summerized to the KPI ‘average rating’, since these 

KPI all express fairly the same. After consolidating 

the KPI list a total of 70 social media metrics remain 

[50, 52-65]. 

Due to space restrictions, this full list can not be 

described here, but is accessable via this web 

appendix: https://bit.ly/2sYb9Xs.  

 

4.3 Matching and discussion 

 
After identifiying the two isolated components, 

the matching of KPIs to CSFs was conducted 

manually in accordance with the specific features of 

those KPIs that allow a potential measurement of 

success.  

The results of the complete matching process are 

presented in table 2. The first CSF is assigned to the 

category user and postulates to be unique. 

Uniqueness in social media requires authenticity and 

engagement in the way participants of the network 

share the same values and relate themselves to or 

identify themselves with the network community, 

respectively. Because of the qualitative nature of this 

CSF, a matching KPI should rather capture the 

effects of authenticity and engagement to the 

community than authenticity and engagement in 

itself. Consequently, as corresponding KPIs, 

vividness, meaning to measure both the number of 

comments/shares/likes and the response times as well 

as entertaining content, aiming to capture the share of 

content that initiates user engagement, are proposed. 

For the CSF interactivity the interaction rate (e.g., 

number of comments, shares, likes, …), the number 

of postings or ratings as well as the recurring rate 

(e.g., share of recurring users) are suggested as KPIs 

to indicate success. Even though a large number of 

KPIs could be matched, a few CSFs remain for which 

a useful allocation was not possible, e.g., the 

qualitative CSF ‘cultural consideration’ [40] or the 

CSF ‘establishing a project management’ [45], the 

description of which is too vague.  

Other CSFs give quite good options to match 

multiple KPIs. For instance, the CSF ‘provide up-to-

date content’ [19, 20, 40, 46] can be measured with 

KPIs as for example the ‘interaction rate [50]’, which 

includes all metrics such as number of likes, number 

of shares, etc. With up-to-date content it is most 

likely that such content receives a lot of attention and 

strikes a chord with the users, which normally results 

in a high amount of virality. This can lead to an 

increase of the net-reach meaning that a particular 

social media site is seen by a lot of users. 

The smallest number of KPIs was allocated to the 

cluster Management due to the fact that only social 

media KPIs were considered, even though the cluster 

Management contains CSFs that need a higher 

number of generic KPIs to successfully measure them 

-  as for example CSFs such as ‘human resources for 

planning and implementation’ [18, 19, 66] or a 

‘strategy implementation’ [45]. These CSFs are 

applicable to any new project and therefore do not 

need specific social media KPIs. Hence, in order to 

achieve better results, it is desirable to also 

investigate general KPIs in terms of their 

applicability to the Management CSFs. 

However, additional KPIs could easily be 

developed and allocated to CSFs, such as the cost of 

warnings (to be allocated to the CSF comply 

copyright [67]) or the number of slang words (to be 

allocated to the CSF unprofessionalism [18, 21]), and 

can be used for further research to extend table 2. 

Multiple allocations of one and the same KPI are 

presented in table 2. This is due to the fact that the 

literature describes some generic KPIs, as for 

example the social media interaction rate, which is 

applicable to a total of 7 CSFs. This example also 

suggests that there is not exactly one KPI for each 

identified CSF. 

From the pool of 70 metrics, the interviewed 

social media experts could match 55 KPIs to 

corresponding CSFs and answer RQ2. This leads to 

the assumption that only these 55 KPIs are critical to 

measuring success, whereas the remaining 15 KPIs 

need to be reviewed. By glancing at the 

characteristics of some KPIs, this non-allocation can 

be explained. For instance, the KPI homophily [53] 

expresses the positive relationship between the 

similarity of two nodes in a network and the 

probability of a tie between them [68]. This 

coherence between two nodes can be interpreted in 

many different ways, which is why it was not 

possible to clearly allocate this KPI to a specific CSF. 

However, we cannot exclude the fact that, in some 

other context, this KPI could be useful. Homophily is 

part of the network structure domain as defined by 

[53]. Interestingly, this domain also contains most of 

the afore-mentioned 15 KPIs that could not be 

matched to CSFs resulting in the assumption that the 

network structure domain may as well be too generic, 

which makes a clear allocation of KPIs a challenging 

task.  
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CSFs KPIs 
U

se
r
 

Be unique [69] Vividness [57]; entertaining content [57]; 

Identify shared interested [67]* Informational content [57]; net-reach [50] 

Interactivity [18, 70] Interaction rate [50]; # of postings [55]; # of ratings [62]; recurring rate [50] 

Be interesting [21]* # of site visits [50]; recurring rate [50]; # of subscribers [50]; length of stay [50] 

Increase customer happiness [67]* 
# of positive mentions [50]; customer satisfaction [50]; Net Promoter Score [50]; 

Sentiment Index [50]; ∆ of pos. and neg. chatter [51];  

Benefit for the individual [71]* 
# of pos. product rating [50] ; informational content [57], entertaining content 

[57]; vividness [57]; Valence [56] 

Understanding user needs [19] 
# of product improvements  [50]; # of product ideas  [50]; ∆ of pos. and neg. 

chatter [51] 

Creative ways to address users [19] 
Aided/unaided recall [50]; # of attended events [50]; interaction rate [50]; 

entertaining content [57] 

Building trust [72]* Recommendations [50]; service satisfaction [50]; avg. ratings [47-50] ; 
Address target group consistent [40] Reach within target group [50]; net-reach [50]; 

Social connection [70, 73] Interaction rate [50]; # of subscribers [50]; 

D
F

 

(Web) Application knowledge [18, 21, 

69, 74] 
Reduction of workshop costs [50]; degree of knowledgeability [50] 

User-friendliness [40, 70, 71] Time saving in regards of communication [50] 

Comply copyright [67]* - 

Personalization [40] recurring rate [50]; # of visits [50] 

Set up Guidelines / Netiquette  [40, 45] Sentiment Index [50]; valance of information [56] 

Privacy protection  [40, 67] - 

Social media is personal [20] Interaction rate [50]; response rate [50] 

Define responsibilities [46] Reaction speed [50]; time and staff expenses per service request [50] 

T
ea

m
 

Be active [21]* 
Interaction rate [50]; frequency of contacts [50]; reaction speed [50]; net-reach 

[50]; # of postings [55];  

Collaboration [70, 74] 
# of product improvements [50]; # of product ideas [50]; # of requests answered 

by the community [50], bidirectional link intensity [53] 

Engage in conversations [67, 74]* Interaction rate [50], reaction speed [50] 

Committed team [18, 70] Churn rate [50]; employee satisfaction [50] 

Identify and determine KPIs [69] - 

Cultural consideration  [40] - 

Reaction speed [66, 67]* Reduction of response time  [50] 

Conduct workshops [45, 46, 70] 
Employee satisfaction [50]; # of operating errors [50]; churn rate [50]; service 

satisfaction [50] 

C
o

n
te

n
t 

Be honest [18, 21] # of recommendations [50], avg. ratings [47-50] 
Provide qualitative content [40, 45, 

46, 70] 

rate of growth [50]; retention period [50], conversion intensity [50]; vividness 

[57]; informational/entertaining content [57] 

Constant posts [18] avg. net-reach [50]; # of postings [55] 

Unprofessionalism [18, 21] - 

Provide up-to-date content [19, 20, 40, 

46, 70] 

avg. net-reach [50], interaction rate [50], rate of growth [50]; retention period 

[50], conversion intensity [50], share of buzz [50]; interactivity [57]; 

informational/entertaining content [57] 

M
a

n
a
g

em
en

t 

Building a Reputation [40] 

# positive mentions [50]; brand awareness/popularity [50]; recommendations 

[50]; sentiment index [50]; contentment  [50]; # of job applications [50]; net 

promoter Score [50]; 

High level of social presence [67]* Interaction rate [50]; interactivity [57] 

Providing no alternatives [70, 71] - 

Cheap advertisement [20] costs for social media ads vs. costs for traditional ads [50]; net-reach [50] 

Management Support [18, 45, 46] 
employee satisfaction [50], spending for further trainings [50]; labor turnover-

rate [50]; employee-rating [50] 

Annoying but necessary 

advertisement [20] 
# ad conversions [50]; avg. ratings [47-50] 

Human Resources for planning and 

implementation [18, 19, 66] 
- 

Establish project management [45]* - 

Social responsibility [20] - 

Strategy implementation [45]* -

Table 2. CSF and KPI matching
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Hence, as our research agenda, it needs to be 

investigated more precisely what KPIs of the network 

structure domain contribute for the success of social 

media. Also, the network structure domain in general 

seems promising for further research regarding social 

media success. This domain contains a lot of KPIs 

that describe features of social media as defined by 

[21]. As for example, centrality measures give an 

insight into how influential persons are in a network 

[53] therefore contributing to the exchange of UGC. 

Furthermore, it needs to be investigated how social 

media success can be defined in greater detail, since 

the identified 42 CSFs and 70 KPIs provide a capital 

basis for explaining social media success. 

Additionally, more generic KPIs (e.g., for the cluster 

Management) need to be taken into consideration for 

further research.   

 

5. Demonstration 

 
The demonstration of our approach takes place in 

a German university having just recently started their 

social media activities. We aimed at demonstrating 

the usefulness of our approach for both novices as 

well as experts in the field of social media. Since the 

university’s social media team consists of these two 

groups, this use case was suitable. Also, the target 

group of the university is fairly young (prospect 

students), which makes it even more promising, since 

young users are believed to be more affine to social 

media and therefore more active. Furthermore, as 

[75] compares universities with service companies, 

we were able to further prove the applicability of our 

approach in the B2C area. We accompanied this 

social media project and observed the application of 

our approach from March to May 2018.  

As a first step, the university’s social media team 

defined the specific social media goals that were seen 

as indicators for the success of the project. In so 

doing, the team specified the purpose of the social 

media presence (attraction of students) in compliance 

with the main goals of the university and derived the 

following three social media goals: building a 

reputation (1), developing a community for better 

(knowledge) exchange (2) as well as developing a 

social media governance (3). 

The second step involved the selection of relevant 

CSFs and KPIs.  In accordance with Rockart [27], not 

all possible CSFs were selected, but only the most 

promising indicators of the degree of achievement of 

the goals and correspondingly of the success. In three 

discussion rounds with the university’s social media 

staff, a consensus on the most relevant CSFs was 

reached, which are ‘provide up-to-date content’ [19, 

20, 40, 46], ‘reaction speed’ [66, 67] and 

‘interactivity’ [18]. Thus, afterwards, the relevant 

KPIs to measure the achievement of these CSFs 

could easily be identified with the help of table 2. 

Providing up-to-date content [19, 20, 40, 46] 

helps to attract more persons who use the social 

media site as an information source, possibly 

triggering discussions on a specific topic, resulting in 

a higher interaction rate [50]. By engaging in these 

discussions, the university’s social media staff can 

support the users by answering their requests, which 

can eventually lead to improving the university’s 

reputation (1) by publicly addressing the concerns of 

its fans (e.g., students). The university’s reaction 

speed to requests is also critical to success [66, 67]. 

As German universities, in general, have the 

reputation of taking their time to provide the desired 

information, a reduced response time [50] can help to 

reach the defined goals. Interactivity, for instance, 

can be measured by the recurring rate [50], the 

number of postings [55] as well as by the number of 

ratings [62] and the social media interaction rate [50]. 

Since interactivity [18] is an essential part of the 

definition of social media [21] (see section 2), it 

should also be a mandatory CSF. 

To investigate the usefulness of our approach, we 

set up a workshop to discuss its application with the 

social media team. Particular emphasis was laid on 

both the relevance and the comprehensibility of the 

approach: The social media team considered the 

approach as appropriate for being used in social 

media projects, especially emphasizing its effective 

support in selecting relevant CSFs and KPIs with the 

help of table 2. The team substantiated their approval 

by reporting an impressive experience they had 

made: to raise interaction via comments (e.g., trading 

requests), likes and shares, a post dealing with the 

then upcoming soccer world cup was created offering 

the users to collect and exchange popular soccer 

player cards. Much to the team’s surprise, barely any 

interaction was achieved.  Another post that was only 

considered as an informational post without the 

intention of creating or even raising interaction 

achieved a huge number of likes and comments, 

underlining its popularity. This post was used for the 

creation of a campaign called ‘university faces’, 

where students, employees and professors were 

interviewed to convey a more “private” picture of 

themselves to the social media users. 

It turned out, however, that identifying relevant 

CSFs is challenging so that extending the list with 

corresponding social media goals would be of great 

help. Specifically, the way of describing the goals is 

crucial as this description determines their 

applicability in this context. The achievement of 
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success regarding abstract or generic goals can be 

measured by too many CSFs. A thorough trade-off 

between goals, as abstract as possible and as specific 

as necessary, will be of great importance for the 

further development of our approach. Although the 

university’s social media project is still in an early 

phase, the social media team has already been able to 

identify and stress the necessity of continuously using 

the approach and evolving and adapting CSFs as well 

as KPIs, since success in social media depends on 

different factors such as the changing background of 

user preferences or new technical solutions. 

A tool to automatically analyze the degree of goal 

achievement by measuring the degree of fulfilling 

defined CSFs would be helpful. To integrate social 

media analytics into such a tool in order to access 

social media data, recommendations regarding 

alternative CSFs can be given in case of being behind 

schedule with the achievement of goals. 

 

6. Conclusion  

 
This research paper addresses the identified gap 

of a nonexistent allocation of KPIs to corresponding 

CSFs to make the success of social media measurable 

by using the basic idea of [26]. To close this gap, we 

developed an approach by applying design science 

according to [32, 33]. First, we conducted two 

literature reviews in order to identify relevant social 

media CSFs as well as KPIs and matched them. 

To demonstrate its applicability, the approach was 

applied to a social media project at a university in 

Germany, followed by a discussion of its usability 

with the responsible social media team.  

Our research contributes to both theory and 

practice. As a contribution to theory, we developed a 

comprehensive overview of all CSFs and KPIs 

regarding the use of social media and organized them 

in five clusters. The resulting list can be seen as an 

important step for measuring social media success. 

By applying our approach to a social media project at 

a German university, we could prove its 

appropriateness in practical settings. The results of 

the application were discussed in a workshop with 

the social media team, as a first step towards the 

evaluation of our approach, which was considered 

meaningful as were the selected CSFs and their 

corresponding KPIs. 

However, our research is not without limitations. 

Although we conducted a comprehensive literature 

review, some CSFs or KPIs still might have been left 

out in the search process. Also, an empirical study to 

evaluate the CSFs needs to be conducted. In addition 

to the pilot project, further validations of the 

approach would provide deeper insight into the 

general applicability of our approach for further 

refinements.  

The findings presented in our paper also point to 

areas of further research, such as the extension of the 

table with social media goals and the need for a 

success measurement tool that enables the monitoring 

of social media success regarding CSFs and KPIs. 

Furthermore, an investigation of the network 

structure domain [53] together with its contribution to 

success seems promising. Additionally, extending 

this study by introducing data mining analysis tools 

to obtain deeper insights into the frequency of the 

used KPIs and CSFs as well as their characteristics in 

the papers. 
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